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A bstract
Teichmuller space is defined as a space of hyperbolic structures on 
a surface rather than as a space of conformal structures. Earthquakes 
are defined and we see how they correspond to hyperbolic structures, 
via homeomorphisms of the circle. Metrised laminations are defined 
and we obtain a correspondence with earthquakes. We deduce a corre­
spondence between measured laminations and earthquakes. We define 
uniform boundedness of earthquakes and show that such earthquakes 
are surjective. Quasisymmetric maps are defined and investigated. We 
show that an earthquake is uniformly bounded if and only if its bound­
ary mapping is quasisymmetric. Finally we show how a uniformly 
bounded earthquake can be approximated, in a natural fashion, by a 
bi-Lipechits diffeomorphism.
Oliver A . Goodman 
June 16, 1989
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1 Introduction
In thia thesis we show how Bers’ analytic approach to the study o f Te- 
ichmuller spaces may be linked with Thurston’s more geometrical viewpoint. 
The scope of this paper is described in Section 1.2. Most o f the results we 
obtain are stated but not proved by Thurston in [6]. I would like to thank 
Professor David Epstein for suggesting the subject matter of this paper and 
for the time he has put into commenting on my work.
As this is intended to be a self contained exposition we will begin with 
a few definitions. These are equivalent to definitions given in Thurston [6].
1 .1  D e fin it io n s , n o ta tio n  a n d  b a ck g rou n d
Let D denote the open unit disk in the complex plane C. Let d denote the 
Poincar^ metric on D. Let g be any other complete hyperbolic metric on D. 
We call g a relative hyperbolic metric on (D,d) if there exists a homeomor- 
phism h o f 0  such that h\D is an isometry from g to d. We refer to d as the 
reference metric.
Let g0 and gi be relative hyperbolic metrics on (D,d). We say that go is 
equivalent to gi if there exist isometries, hi from go to d, and hj from gi to 
d, such that hi is isotopic to hj relative to dD. (In fact if h( is an isotopy 
from hi to h] then we can pull back hyperbolic metrics gt which represent 
a deformation of go into gi.) We refer to an equivalence class of relative 
hyperbolic metrics on (D,d) as a relative hyperbolic structure on (D,d).
Often we wish to consider a more restricted set of relative hyperbolic 
metrics on D; metrics, in a sense, closer to the reference metric d. Let 
M denote the group of homeomorphisms of dD which arise as restrictions
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of the directly conformal Möbius transformations preserving D. Let /  be 
any group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms o f 3D which contains 
X  as a subgroup. We call g an 7 -relative hyperbolic metric on D if there 
exists a homeomorphism h of 0 such that h|D is an isometry from g to d, 
and A|so G 7. We define an 7 -relative hyperbolic structure on D to be an 
equivalence class of /-relative hyperbolic metrics on D.
We show how to obtain a characterisation of the set o f /-relative hy­
perbolic structures on (D,d). There is a well defined map from the set of 
/-relative hyperbolic structures on D to the set of right cosets o f X  in /  
given as follows: map the class [y] to the coset X  o A|aD> where h is any 
isometry from g to d.
T heorem  1.1 The map defined above is a bijection.
The proof is straightforward in view of the fact that any homeomorphism of 
dD can be extended to a homeomorphism o f D, and this extension is unique 
up to isotopy relative to infinity.
Let us now extend the definitions we have made so far, to an arbitrary 
complete hyperbolic surface (/,/>). We can assume that (D,d) is the univer­
sal cover o f (F,p). An 7 -relative hyperbolic metric on F  is a metric on F 
which lifts to an /-relative hyperbolic metric on D.
Let ho and hi be isotopic homeomorphisms of F. We call ht an isotopy 
relative to infinity if it lifts to isotopy of D relative to 3D. Metrics, go and g\ 
on F , are equivalent if there is an isometry h from go to gi which is isotopic 
to the identity relative to infinity. If ( F,p) =  (D, d), this agrees with the 
earlier definition. An 7 -relative hyperbolic structure on F  is an equivalence 
class of /-relative hyperbolic metrics on F.
The following definition is due to Ahlfors (see [1] ). A  map /  : R —* R is 
K-quasisymmetric (K  >  1) if it is an order preserving homeomorphism of 
R, and satisfies
K -> <  / ( i + i L v / i ü  < K 
£  7 W - / ( * -  <) s
for all x €  R and t > 0. If /  is A-quas ¡symmetric and f\ and /2 are Möbius 
transformations of R which preserve order and fix oo then / i  o / o / j  is clearly 
also Ä"-qu as ¡symmetric.
A  map of the circle 3D is K-quasisymmetric if we can transform it into 
a K-quasisymmetric map o f R by composing it with appropriate Möbius 
transformations of C. A  map is quasisymmetric if it if-quasisymmetric for 
some K  >  1.
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Later we will use an equivalent, more natural, definition of quasisym­
metry given in terms of cross ratios. Thurston’s definition in [6], although 
equivalent to Ahlfora’ , is not used here. Quasisymmetric relative hyperbolic 
structures will be o f particular interest.
We now proceed toward the definition of a left earthquake map. A 
lamination A on (F,g) is a set of disjoint simple geodesics (ie. without 
transverse self intersections) such that (J* is a closed subset of F. An 
element of A is called a leaf. A component of F  — U A is called a gap. A 
stratum of the lamination is either a leaf or a gap. For each point z  €  F  we 
denote by £ the stratum containing x.
Let (Di,d), (Dj,d) be two oriented copies o f  the Poincarl disk. Let A 
be a lamination on Dj. Let E : Di —* Dj be a map which restricts to an 
orientation preserving isometry on each stratum of A. Let A be a stra­
tum of A. Denote by (£7|A) : Di —» Dj the unique orientation preserving 
isometry which agrees with E  on A. Denote by cmp£ (A ,B ) the isometry 
(E\A)~l o (E\B) : Dj —» Dj, where A and B  are strata of A. Suppose that 
cmps (A, B) is hyperbolic with axis weakly separating A from B. We say 
that cmpE(A, B) maps to the left if, viewed from the repelling fixed point 
o f cmp£ (A, B), A  lies to the left of B.
A map E : Di —* Dj is a A-left earthquake map if
1. The restriction of E  to any stratum of A is the restriction of an orien­
tation preserving isometry from Dj to Dj.
2. Whenever cmp£ (A, B) is non-trivial, it is hyperbolic, its axis weakly 
separates A from B, and it maps to the left.
Condition 2 implies that E  is injective. We differ from Thurston here in that 
we do not require any of the comparison isometries of E  to be non-trivial, 
nor do we require that E  be surjective. See Figure 1.
An earthquake between hyperbolic surfaces is defined as an earthquake 
between universal covers which commutes with the covering transformations. 
An earthquake may be interpreted geometrically as cutting and gluing to 
get a surface of a different shape.
Let E  be a A-left earthquake map. Let / be a leaf in A. Denote by *  / "  / 
and x  \  l, convergent sequences of points approaching / from one side or 
the other. The limits limr /»/(i7|£) and lims\lii(£|£) exist (for reasons which 
will become apparent in Section 2) and differ, at most, by a hyperbolic 
isometry with axis /. We can alter E  on the leaf /  by pre-composing E\l 
with a translation along /. As long as (£|/) lies between the above limits, E
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Figure 1: An example o f a left earthquake E  with finite lamination.
is still a left earthquake. We obtain a leaf variant o f E  by altering E  in this 
way on any or all leaves at which E  is discontinuous. See Figure 2.
Thurston proves in [6] that every surjective earthquake E  : D —► D has 
a well defined extension to dD which is a homeomorphism. Earthquakes 
which differ only by leaf variance take the same boundary values. Thus we 
have a map from equivalence classes, under leaf variance, of surjective left 
earthquakes, into homeomorphisms of dD. The main theorem proved by 
Thurston in [6] says that this correspondence is a bijection.
In view o f Theorem 1.1 and the above correspondence we can regard the 
relative hyperbolic structures on D as the equivalence classes of surjective 
left earthquakes up to leaf variance and post-composition with isometries of 
D.
We use |T| to denote the distance that a hyperbolic isometry T  moves 
points on its axis. A A-left earthquake E  is uniformly bounded if there exist 
positive constants q and M  such that d(A, B ) <  =» |cmp£ (A, £)| < M
for all strata A, B  of A.
In section 3 we show how to approximate a uniformly bounded earth­
quake by a map o f the following kind. A map 9  : D —» D is K-quasi-isometric 
( K  >  1) if it satisfies
K - ' i ( T , y )  < J(*(«),*(,)) < K d ( t , y )
for all x, y €  D.
Figure 2: A left earthquake with only one leaf in its lamination is called 
‘elementary’. Three leaf variants of an elementary left earthquake are shown 
here.
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A transverse metric /i on a geodesic lamination A of H2 is a pseudometric 
on the set of strata o f A with the following additional property. For all strata 
A, B  and C  o f A such that C  separates A from B, n(A , B) =  n(A, C ) +  
n(C ,B ). (A  pseudometric is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality 
but is not necessarily non-zero on pairs of distinct elements.) Given points 
*, y €  H2 we write /i(x , y) instead of y).
A transverse metric /z is uniformly bounded if there exist positive con­
stants rj and M  such that d(z, y) <  »; ^  /i(x, y) <  M  for all x, y €  H* .
A transverse measure on a geodesic lamination A o f H2 assigns a positive 
regular Borel measure m to each geodesic interval in H2 with the following 
additional properties. If J  is a subinterval of I  then J carries the measure 
induced from I. If the strata containing the endpoints of /  are the same 
as the strata containing the endpoints of J then m (/)  =  m (J). We define 
uniform boundedness in exactly the same way as for a transverse metric.
A metrized/measured lamination on a surface is a metrized/measured 
lamination on the universal cover which is invariant under the group o f cov­
ering transformations. We will show in Section 2.4 how a single left earth­
quake corresponds to a metrized lamination while an earthquake, together 
with all its leaf variants, corresponds to a measured lamination.
We explain now how the conformal structures on a surface are related 
to the quasisymmetric relative hyperbolic structures.
Let F be a Riemann surface whose universal cover is conformally equiv­
alent to D. Since the Poincar4 metric on D is invariant under Mobius trans­
formations of D, it projects to a complete hyperbolic metric on F. Thus 
complete hyperbolic metrics on F  and conformal structures on F are canon­
ically interchangeable. Beurling and Ahlfors [3] have shown that any qua­
sisymmetric map of 3D can be extended to a quasiconformal map of D and 
conversely that any quasiconformal map of D has quasisymmetric boundary 
values. It follows from these facts that Bars’ definition of the Teichmiiller 
space of D (see [2]) is equivalent to Thurston’s definition of the space o f 
quasisymmetric relative hyperbolic structures on D. Douady and Earle (4) 
give a more natural way o f  extending a quasisymmetric map of the circle 
to a map of the disc. From their result it follows that the two spaces noted 
above coincide for any complete hyperbolic surface.
1 .2  S u m m a ry  o f  c o n te n t
Thurston states in [6], and we prove here, that it is precisely the uniformly 
bounded earthquakes which have quasisymmetric boundary mappings. This
6
Figure 3: A lamination on a turf act F  is equivalent to a collection of disjoint 
simple geodesics on the surface whose locus is closed. An example o f this is 
shown here.
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gives us a bijection between equivalence classes of uniformly bounded earth­
quakes M o [E ] on a surface F  and the quasisymmetric relative hyperbolic 
structures on F.
A process somewhat like integration allows us to obtain a left earth­
quake from a metrized lamination. Infinitesimally the metric says how big 
the comparison isometry between nearby strata is. This gives a bijection be­
tween metrized laminations and cosets M o £ . A transverse measure m  on a 
lamination gives rise to a metric p  by setting p(x, y) =  (m[z, y) +  m (z, y])/2 . 
The space of measured laminations is bijective with the set of equivalence 
classes of earthquake maps X  o [£?]. If we begin with a metrized lamination 
on a surface we obtain an earthquake between surfaces.
Uniformly bounded metrics/measures correspond to uniformly bounded 
earthquakes. From this we obtain a canonical bijection between the space 
of uniformly bounded measured laminations on a surface and the space of 
quasisymmetric relative hyperbolic structures on the same surface.
Douady and Earle have shown in [4] that quasisymmetric maps o f  the 
circle extend naturally to quasi-isometries of the disk. Thurston gives a 
parallel result, which we prove here, namely that any uniformly bounded 
earthquake can be approximated by a quasi-isometric diffeomorphiam in a 
natural way. The approximation has the same map at infinity as the earth­
quake. By ‘natural’ we mean that, if we begin with a map between the 
universal covers o f two surfaces which commutes with the covering transfor­
mations, then we obtain a map with the same property. That is, we obtain 
a map between the two surfaces. This gives a more direct way of seeing a 
uniformly bounded earthquake as a map between hyperbolic metrics.
Let p and q be quasisymmetric relative hyperbolic structures on a sur­
face. By the characterisation of relative hyperbolic structures, given by 
Theorem 1.1, there is a quasisymmetric homeomorphism of the circle which 
relates p to q. Thurston’s earthquake theorem implies that we can extend 
this map to a uniformly bounded left earthquake. The earthquake gives 
us a uniformly bounded metrized lamination. Multiplying the metric by a 
real parameter in the range [0,1] gives a path of metrized laminations. The 
corresponding path of earthquakes beginning at the identity gives a  path 
in the space of hyperbolic structures beginning at p  and ending at q. Such 
paths of earthquakes were used by Kerckhoff [5] in his famous paper solving 
the Nielsen problem.
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2 .1  T h e  so u rce  la m in ation
Let A be a geodesic lamination on H* and let E  be a A-left earthquake.
W  be the union o f all the open subsets of H1 on which E  restricts to 
isometry. Clearly points not in A belong to W . Let 7 be a leaf o f A 
7 intersects with W  then 7 is wholly contained in W. We deduce that the 
complement of W  is a sublamination o f A. We call this the source lamination 
o f E.
Let z  and y be points in the same component of W . By compactness 
the interval [z, y] is covered by finitely many open sets on which E  restricts 
to an isometry. We deduce that E  restricts to the same isometry in a 
neighbourhood of y as in a neighbourhood of x. Therefore E  restricts to an 
isometry on each stratum of the source lamination.
Let A  and B  be strata in the source lamination of E. Let X  and Y  be 
strata of A such that X  C A  and Y  C B. Then cmp(A,2?) =  cmp(Af,y) so 
whenever this is non-trivial, its axis weakly separates X  from Y . Since this 
holds for all such X  and Y , the axis of cmp(A, B) weakly separates A from 
B.
Let us write A' for the source lamination of E. We have shown that E  
is a A'-left earthquake. We also have the following non-triviality property, 
namely if A  and B  are separated by any leaf of A' then cmp(A, B) is not the 
identity.
To prove this, we suppose that cm p(A ,£) is trivial. Let C  be any 
stratum which weakly separates A from B. Clearly cm p(A,C) must be 
trivial. Therefore E  restricts to an isometry on the union of all strata which 
weakly separate A from B. Any leaf of A which separates A  from B intersects 
with the interior of this union. Therefore such a leaf does not appear in A'.
2 .2  T h e  sh ea rin g  m e tric
An isometry of the hyperbolic plane may be classified as elliptic, parabolic 
or hyperbolic. To avoid confusion caused by different meanings of the word 
‘hyperbolic’, we will always refer to an isometry which is hyperbolic as a 
translation. The following lemma is standard.
Lemma 2.1 If T is a distance t translation along a geodesic 7, and x is 
any point o/H* then d (x,T x) <  f coshd(z,7).
2 M etrized lam inations and earthquakes
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Lemma 2.2 Let { 71, . . .  ,7„ }  be a set o f disjoint geodetic» in H* which cross 
a geodesic segment a of length e in order of subscript. Let Ti be a distance 
U translation with axis 7,, and suppose that all translations are in the same 
direction (ie . all the attracting endpoints lie to the same side o f a ). Let T  
be the composition T\ o . . .  oT„. Then T  is a translation. Let the translation 
distance o fT  be t and let the axis be 7 . Then 7 weakly separates 71 from 7n 
and
(<1 +  . . .  +  t*) <  I <  (*l +  . . .  +  t*) cosh «.
P roo f: We will prove by induction that T is hyperbolic, that 7 separates 
71 from 7n and that the left hand inequality holds. We therefore restrict 
our attention to the case n =  2.
The following argument, due to Thurston, uses the Poincare disc model 
for H* . The region between 71 and 73 intersects with in two disjoint 
closed intervals. The interval between the attracting endpoints o f 71 and 7j 
is mapped into itself by T. Therefore T  has a fixed point in this interval. 
The interval between the repelling endpoints of 71 and 72 is mapped over 
itself by T. Therefore T  has a fixed point in this interval also. Since T  has 
two fixed points it is a translation. Since 7 joins these two fixed points it 
separates 71 from 72.
Now choose coordinates in the upper half plane so that 7 is the positive 
imaginary axis and T is an enlargement with factor e1. The derivative of 
r s at 0 is at least e‘ *. The derivative o f 7\ at T f*(0) is at least e*'. Since 
T|- 1(0) =  T ,(0) we deduce that the derivative of T  at 0 is at least e, , e<*. This
10
implies t >  *i +  tj. Now apply induction to generalise the results obtained 
so far to arbitrary n.
We now prove the second inequality. Let x be the point ad'i. Since x lies on 
Tf, d(x,Tx) =  t. Since d (* ,7<) < «, Lemma 2.1 implies d(x,Tix) <  (,-coshe. 
Ti o  . . .  o Ti- 1  is an isometry so
d(T i. . .  Ti-\X,T\ . . .  Tii) <  U cosh t.
Therefore
* <  (* i+  . . .  +  *„) cosh e. □
We now fix a left earthquake, E  say, on H* and show that it gives rise to 
a well defined transverse metric on its source lamination. Given a geodesic 
segment I  and a partition P  =  {* o ,* i , . . .  ,xn}  of / ,  denote by ESL(/,P) 
the sum of shearing lengths,
£ S L (/,P ) =  XIlcinp(x<_ i ,* i)|
Set T =  cm p (n ,x n) and Tf — cmp(z<_ i,x <). Let t =  mesh(P) and let P1 
be any refinement of P. For each interval [xj_i,x<], Lemma 2.2 implies that 
\\Ti\ -  E S L ([^ _ „* (]^ | |. <_lA |)| < |r4|(cod,. -  1)
and hence
|ESL(/,P) -  ESL(/,P*)| < 0(|r|<*).
This proves that £S L(/,P ) converges to a well defined limit as the mesh of 
P  tends to sero. Denote this limit by p(z,|/), where x and y denote the 
endpoints of I. Lemma 2.2 implies that
<<(*.») <  |r| < V) co.h d(>, y). (1)
We call /i the shearing metric of E. It is clear from the construction of p 
that it is a transverse metric on the source lamination of E.
Since ft is bounded on any bounded subset o f H* (see Figure 4) we deduce 
that the image, under E, o f any bounded set is again bounded. Estimate 1 
also implies that E  is uniformly bounded if and only if n is.
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Figure 4: We have 2fi(A, B) <  ^ (xltx t ) +  . . .  +  +  /i(xn,x j). In
general, n is bounded bg half the right-hand side on all strata which intersect 
with the polygon.
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We prove in this section that to each metrized lamination (A, p) there cor­
responds a A-left earthquake with shearing metric p and that any two such 
earthquake maps differ only by post-composition with an isometry.
Lem m a 2.3 Let T  and T* be distance t translations, in parallel directions, 
along disjoint or identical axes 7 and 7*. Suppose that 7 is joined to 7'  by 
a geodesic segment a, of length t. Let x be a point in H* . Suppose we have 
positive constants R and K  such that a  Ç Dr (x) and t <  K . Then
d (T , ,r * )  <  tie*«*.
2 .3  E a rth q u a k e s  fr o m  m e tr ize d  lam inations
P ro o f: We prove the lemma first in the case where 7 and 7* share a 
common endpoint. Choose coordinates in the upper half plane so that 7 
and 7' are vertical and so that z has imaginary part 1.
By the hypotheses on a, the euclidean separation of 7 from 7* is at most 
teR. So the Euclidean distance of Tx from T*x is at most \eit  — l|ce*. Thus 
the hyperbolic distance of Tx from V x  is at most |1 -  eT*|ee*. This implies 
the lemma in the special case.
Suppose 7 and 7* have no common endpoint. We introduce a third 
geodesic sharing one endpoint with 7 and the other, with 7'. This new 
geodesic cuts a  into two subsegments whose lengths total c. Applying the 
above result twice completes the proof o f this lemma. □
Let us now fix a metrised lamination (A,p). Let a  be a closed geodesic 
segment in H* and let P  =  { x0, . . .  , * „ }  be a partition o f o . Let / denote the 
length of a  and e the mesh of P.
D efinition An isometry T  of H* , is P-compatible if it may be expressed 
as a composition T\ o . . .  o T„, in which the T( satisfy the following.
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Figure 5: For T<+jo  . . .  oTn, as shown, to be P-eompatible, it is sufficient 
that |T<| lies between p(z<_i,x<) and *i) cosh e for i =
(i) If =  0 then is the identity.
(ii) If fi(zi-i,X i) ^  0 then T,- translates to the left, looking from *<_i to 
z,, along an axis which weakly separates &,•_ | from i,-. Moreover we 
require that n(xi-i,X i) <  |T<| < /*(* .-l .x .)  coshe.
See Figure 5.
Exam ple 1 Let Tp be the composition T\o . . .  oTn, where the T< are as 
follows.
(i) If /i(z<_i,z<) =  0 then define to be the identity.
(ii) If ¿ ¿ (z i- i .x j  /  0 then let 7,- be the leaf in A which crosses [**_!,*<] 
closest to Zj_j. Define T, to be translation to the left a distance 
fi(xi-i,X i) along 7<.
Exam ple 2 Suppose that A and p are the source lamination and shear­
ing metric of a left earthquake E. The comparison isometry cmp(zo, zn)
14
is P-compatible since it may be expressed in the form cmp(xo, x i)  o  . . .  o 
cm p(x„_|,x„).
Lemma 2 .4  Let T  and V  be P-eompatible isometries and let z be a point 
of H* . Then we have
where M  is a constant depending only on p(at), I and d(z,a ).
P roof: It is sufficient to prove this result in the special case T  =  7> 
defined in Example 1. The lemma then follows by comparing two arbitrary 
P-compatible isometries with Tp.
For »' =  1 , . . .  ,n  let be the isometries defined in Example 1.
Zi be the point Ti+1.. .T nz, for $ =  0....... n — 1, and let zn =  z.
R =  2/ +  d(at, z )  +  ji(a) coeh l. The axis of T%+jo . . .  oTn crosses a  an 
translation length is at most p(a)cosh /.
We proceed by finding an upper bound on d(T,z,,T/z,). Let e =  mesh(P).
If Xi) =  0 then both T,- and are equal to the identity. Therefore
in this case d(Ti*i,Tfzi) =  0.
Suppose /  0. By using the inequality coshe -  1 < esinhe
and the fact that e < l, we have
Let T" be a distance x,) translation along the axis of Tf. From
Lemma 2.1 we deduce
d(Tz,1*z) <  A# mesh(P),
Thus for each z,- we have
<* C Dx (zi).
0  < \Tl\ -  <  ip (x ,_i,x ,)sinh /.
d(Tfzi,Tlzi) < i/i(x ,_ i, x,) sinh / cosh R.
15
Figure 6: Two ways in which a stratum can intersect with all three edges of 
a triangle are shown here.
Next we apply Lemma 2.3 to !T, and T". Let w be the point at which the 
axia of Ti crosses a. Let K  =  fi(at) and let A be as above. By definition of 
Tp and the definition of ‘P-compatible’ , the axis of T, is either disjoint from 
or identical to the axis of T". Lemma 2.3 implies
d(TiXi,Tf *i) <  eii(xi-i,Xi)eReK .
Putting these together we obtain
d(TiZi,TjZi) <  €n(xt-x,X i)(eKeK +  sinh/cosh A).
Applying T [o . ..o T {_ , to both points and writing out *,• fully, this becomes
d(T[ . . .  TUiTtTM  . . .T n M .n .. .  Tns)
< en (xi.i,X i)(eReK +  sinh/cosh A).
Hence
d(Tx, T 's) < e/i(oi)(eReK +  sinh / cosh A) 
from which we deduce the lemma. □
Lemma 2.5 Let X he a geodesic lamination on H* . Let a, h and c he points 
in H* . We show that there is a stratum X  of X, intersecting with all three 
edges of the triangle a,b,c. (See Figure 6.)
P roof: Let * be the point on [a, 6] closest to a such that every leaf 
crossing both [a, 6) and [a,c] meets [a, *]. Let y be the point on [a, 6] closest
16
to b such that every leaf crossing both [a,fc] and [fc,c] meets [y,6]. If [a,x] n  
[y, 6] ^  0 then * intersects with all three edges and we set X  =  i .  If 
[a, z] D [y, 6] =  0 then let X  be the gap containing (z, y). □
T heorem  2.6 Let (A,p) be a metrized lamination. There exist» an earth­
quake with source lamination X and shearing metric fi, and furthermore, any 
two such earthquakes differ only by post composition with an isometry of H* .
Proofs Let A and B  be strata of X. Let a  be a geodesic segment joining
a point of A  with a point of B. Let P  =  {zo ....... z n)  be a partition of a
running from A t o B .  Let P1 be any refinement of P. Let Tp> be defined as 
in Example 1. We show that Tp> is P-compatible.
Let T\ be the composition of the isometries making up Tj>*, which take 
their translation distances from subintervals of [z,-_i,Zj]. If /i(z,-_|,z<) /  0 
then Lemma 2.2 implies that the axis of T / weakly separates z ,_i from f, 
and that
/i(z,--i,zf) <  |T?| < n (x i.i,X i)coehd (xi-i,X i).
This is sufficient to ensure that Tp> is P-compatible.
Lemma 2.4 now implies that, as P  is refined, Tp converges, uniformly 
on compact subsets of H2 , to an isometry of H2. Since the limit depends 
only on which strata contain the endpoints of a, we will denote it by Tx.fi.
Now let Tp =  I j  o . . .  o T'n where T/ is translation a distance p(z<_i, z<) 
along the leaf crossing [z<_i,z,-] closest to z,. Lemma 2.4 implies that Tp 
converges to the same limit as Tp. Let Q be P  with the numbering reversed. 
Then Tp =  Tq 1. By refining P  and Q we find that TA%B =  T.U
If c is a stratum which weakly separates A from B  then, by further 
subdividing each partition of a, we deduce that Ta ,b  =  Ta ,C °  Tc ,b ■ We 
wish to generalise this to the case where C  does not separate A from B. By 
Lemma 2.5 there exists a stratum X  which intersects with all three edges 
o f the triangle a,b,e. Now Ta ,b  =  TAjc °  TxjBt Tb ,c  =  Tbjc °  Tx,c and 
TAjc  =  TAx  o Tx ,c - This implies that
Ta ,c  =  Ta,b o Tb ,c
for all strata A, B  and C  o f X. This is called the cocycle condition.
Let O be any stratum of A. Let E  be the map defined by E{x) =  
To,t(z). Clearly E  restricts to an isometry on each stratum o f  A. The cocycle 
condition implies that the comparison isometries of E  are the isometries 
Tii.fi- Since the axis of TA b weakly separates A from B, and T_A.fi translates 
left, looking from A  to B, we deduce that E  is a left earthquake.
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On an interval I  with an e-partition P  we have
|ESL(/^>) -  *.(01 < * ( / ) ( c o d . .  -  1),
so E  has shearing metric \i.
It remains to show that if Ef is another earthquake with source lamina­
tion A and shearing metric /i then Ef differs from E  only by post-composition 
with an isometry of H*. It will be sufficient to show that the comparison 
isometries of Ef are the same as those of E. As before let P  be a partition 
of some geodesic segment which joins strata A and B o f A. The comparison 
isometries cm p g(A ,£) and cmps .(A, B) are both P-compatible, regardless 
of P. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, both are equal to the limit, on refining P, 
o f TP . □
We now prove a few estimates in preparation for Lemma 2.8. Lemma 2.8 
is a kind of continuity property for left earthquakes. It provides the basis 
for Theorem 2.10 in which we show that, for laminations with uniformly 
bounded shearing metrics, the corresponding left earthquake map is surjec­
tive.
Lemma 2.7 Let x and y be points on a geodesic 70- Let 7 be any geodesic 
disjoint from 70. Then
Proofs By an appropriate choice of coordinates in the upper half plane 
we can assume that 70 occupies the position shown.
h
1
[7
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Keeping d(x, 7) fixed we can vary 7 so as to maximise d(y,7). This happens 
with 7 positioned as above. The Euclidean radius of the circle with (hy­
perbolic) centre at x and hyperbolic radius ¿ (1, 7) is /isinh <¿(1, 7). Writing 
down the corresponding formula for the circle centered at y we obtain
sinhd(y,7) =  /isinh ¿ (1,7).
Observe that ainh(t)/t is a monotone increasing function for t >  0. Therefore 
since d (x ,7) <  d(y,7) we deduce that
<*(*.7) <  sinh <f(y, 7) 
d (v ,l) ~  sinh d(x, 7)
=  /».
Since h =  the required inequality follows. □
Suppose now that 70 is the axis o f a hyperbolic isometry T. Let * be a 
point weakly separated from 7 by 70. Redefine x and y as follows. Let x be 
the point where the perpendicular from x to 7 crosses 70. Let y =  T (x).
We have
< d (r « ,r x )  +  d ( r » ,7) _  d (s ,z) +  d(y,7) |T|
“  d (x ,x )+  d (x ,7) d (*,x) +  d (x ,7) “
where the right hand inequality comes from Lemma 2.7 above. The same 
result for T~l applied to Tx gives
(J)
Lemma 2.8 Let E be a left earthquake with eource lamination A and »hear­
ing metric ¡i. Let 7 be a leaf o f  A, and let x be point o f  H* . Then we 
have
,-*•/»> < < eW-.v)
-  ¿ (* ,7 )
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P roo f: Let P  be a partition of the perpendicular from * to 7. Let 
T i........Tn be the comparison isometries between sucessive points in P. Re­
peated applications of Estimate 2 imply
e-£|T,| <  < eEll-.l
By refining P  we obtain the required estimate. □
For the purposes of Lemma 2.9 and what follows we call a set of strata 
bounded if there is a point in the plane whose distance from any stratum in 
the set is bounded.
Lemma 2.9 Let x, y be points in the target plane of an earthquake E. Let 
L be the set of leaves in 7, whose images under E  intersect with [x,y]. If 
x  €  Im(i?) and L is bounded then y €  Im(£7) also.
P roo f: Let G  be a gap in the source lamination, A say, o f E. It is 
straightforward to check that dEG  C EX.
Suppose that L is empty. Let G  be the stratum containing E~l x. Since 
L  is empty, G is a gap and dEG  does not intersect with [x,y). Therefore 
yG  EG.
Now suppose that L is non-empty. We show first that L is closed. Let / 
be a limit leaf of L.
L I
By Lemma 2.8 its image El is a limit leaf o f EL. So, by compactness of 
[z,y], El n  [x,y] is non-empty. This implies /  €  L so L is closed.
Let 7  be the leaf in L whose distance from E~lx  is maximal. Let z =  
E"i n  [x, y]. If s =  y then we are done. For the remainder o f the prool 
assume that * /  y. Notice that, by our choice of 7 , (*, y) n  EX is empty.
S be the set of strata of A, separated from E~lx by 7. The leaf 7  lies in 
closure o f S, either as a boundary leaf of some gap, or as a limit o f leave
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 ?!
S'. If 7 were a limit leaf of leaves in S  then, by Lemma 2.8, the image of a 
leaf sufficiently close to 7 would cross (x,y). This is impossible, so 7 bounds 
a gap, G say, in S. Since (*,y] intersects with EG  but not with dEG, we 
have y €  EG. □
T heorem  2.10 A left earthquake whose shearing metric is uniformly bounded 
is surjective.
P roo f: Let E  be a left earthquake with source lamination A and uni­
formly bounded shearing metric /¿. Let C  and ij be constants of uniform 
boundedness on y. Let x be a point in Im(£7) and let y be an arbitrary 
point in the target plane. We show that y €  ImE.
Let S be the set o f strata o f A whose images under E  intersect with [x, y]. 
Since E  preserves separation, S consists of parallel strata.
Suppose n is unbounded on S. Since y  has no discontinuity of size 
greater than C, we can find a sequence {Af„} of strata in S, which satisfiy 
the following.
1. Xi separates Af,_i from Xt+1, and
2. C  <  i s ( X i - i ,X i )  <  2C .
Uniform boundedness implies that d (X i-i ,X i) >  tj. It follows from Lemma 2.8 
that d{E X i-i,E X i) >  Therefore d{EX0,E X n) > nr)e~iC. This is
impossible since every stratum in ES intersects with [x, y]. Therefore the 
assumption that y  is unbounded on S is false.
Let K  be an upper bound for the /¿-distance o f any two strata in S. Let 
7 be any leaf in S. Lemma 2.8 implies that
d(E~l* , j )  < e* d (x ,E i)
< eKd[x,y).
Thus the set o f leaves in 5  is bounded and Lemma 2.9 implies y €  Im£. □ 
Finally we prove a lemma concerning surjective left earthquakes.
Lem m a 2.11 Let X be a geodesic lamination and let E  be a X-left earth­
quake. Suppose that E  is surjective. Then E (A) is a lamination on the range 
o f E.
P ro o f: Since we know that E (A) is a set of disjoint geodesics in the range 
of E, it remains only to show that the locus of E(X) is closed. Let s' be a
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point in the closure of E(X). Let 7J, be a sequence o f geodesics in E(X) such 
that d('/n,xl) —* 0. Assume, without loss of generality, that 7J, separates Y, 
from s ' for n >  2. Let 7n and z  be £ - 1(Y,) and £?_1(*/) respectively. Since 
i? preserves separation properties, we have that 7„  separates 71 from z for 
all n > 2. It follows that ¿*(7* , z) is bounded by z). By Lemma 2.8 we 
see that d(7n>z)  —* 0. Therefore z G A which implies s ' €  E (A). □
As a consequence of this lemma we have the following. If E  is a surjective 
A-left earthquake then E~l is an E(X)-rigkt earthquake.
2 .4  M e a su re d  la m in a tio n s  a n d  le a f v a r ia n ce
In this section we show that, just as there is a correspondence between 
metrized laminations and earthquakes, there is a similar correspondence 
between measured laminations and equivalence classes o f earthquakes under 
leaf variance. (Lemma 2.12 will imply that leaf variance gives an equivalence 
relation.)
We begin by showing how to obtain a transverse measure from a trans­
verse metric.
Let /i be a transverse metric on a lamination. Define the measure m of 
a half-open geodesic interval [x, y) to be
"*[x, y) =  lim n(x — 6 ,y — 6)
where x -  6 denotes a point at distance 6 from x on the geodesic through x 
and y etc. Since n{x  — 6, x) and /i(x , y — 6) are monotone functions o f S the 
above limit certainly exists.
The fact that m[x,y) depends only on which strata contain x and y 
is clear. We show next that m is additive on any partition of [x,y) into 
countably many half-open subintervals. It will then follow from standard 
measure theory that m defines a regular positive Borel measure on each 
geodesic in H* and is thus a transverse measure.
Let (xn, y„) be any sequence o f  half open intervals which partitions (x,y). 
It is easy to show that m is additive on finite partitions o f [x,y). It follows 
that
m [z">yn) ^ "»[*.»)•
n=l
We obtain the reverse inequality to  show that equality holds.
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Fix any e > 0. For each n choose 6n > 0 such that
l/*(*n -  6, Vn — S') -  m [xn, y„)| < e2~n
for all 6,6' <  6n. The intervals ( x „ - 6n, yn) form an open cover o f  [x -i/,y -i/J  
for v  sufficiently small. In particular we may choose v  such that
IM(* - v , y - v ) ~  tn[x, y)| <  «.
By compactness there exists N  such that (z i -  ¿ i,V i),. . . .  (x/v -  SN,yN) 
cover [x -  v ,y  -  u\. Now choose 6 >  0 sufficiently small that the intervals 
[x\ — 6\,y\ — 8 ) , . . . , { xn -  6ft,UN — $) »till cover [* — v, y — v\ and 6 < 
6 \ ,...,6 s -  We have
>  X )  ml*">»»)
r»=l
N
>  X l M * n - i n , y n - i ) - €
>  n(x — t/,y — u) — e
> m[x, y) -  2c.
Since e was arbitrary we have shown that
5Z  i  H * .v )
n=l
It follows that m is countably additive and therefore defines a measure.
Let E  be a left earthquake with source lamination A. Let fi the shearing 
metric of E  and m the corresponding transverse measure. Define to be 
the set of leaves l €  A where
lim(£!|x) jt lim(E|i).
Lemma 2.12 The aet Aj is countable and equal to the set o f leaves where m 
has an atom. Let Ef be a left earthquake which agrees with E  o ff  A*. Then 
Ef is a leaf variant of E and has shearing measure m.
P roo f: Let /  be a leaf in A and let I  be an interval crossing /. Let x be 
the point I n  I. From the definition of m we see that
m(*> = + *)•
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It follows that
"■(*) =  | Um(f|z) 1 o Um(E|*)|.
Now let { / „ }  be a sequence o f intervals in H2, each having finite length, 
such that every geodesic in H2 crosses at least one interval in the sequence. 
Since m (/n) is finite for each n, m may have at most countably many atoms 
on each interval. This proves the first part of the lemma.
Let /  be a leaf in A. Since E  and Ef are equal on H2 -  U Xd and the 
latter is dense in H2 ,
linj(E|i) =  lim(E'|*).
Isometries (E\l) and (£*|/) differ from the above limit at most by a hyper­
bolic isometry with axis /. Since E  and Ef are left earthquakes, (E\l) and 
(15*1/) both lie between
lim(.£|z) and lim(£|z).
Hence E  and Ef are leaf variants.
Let n' denote the shearing metric of Ef and m! the corresponding mea­
sure. Let /  be a geodesic interval whose endpoints miss Xd. By taking 
partitions of I  which miss Xd we deduce that /*(/) =  Finally, let [z, y)
be any half-open geodesic interval. By choosing 6 \  0 such that the end­
points o f [z — S,y -  5] miss A* we find, as required, that m[z, y) =  m '[z,y). 
□
Since by definition leaf variants o f E  agree off Xd we can deduce imme­
diately that leaf variance gives an equivalence relation. Moreover we have 
shown that equivalent earthquakes have the same shearing measure.
For the converse let E  and Ef be earthquakes whose shearing metrics 
fi and n' give rise to the same transverse measure m. Let Xd be defined 
as before. Let [z,y] be an interval whose endpoints miss Xd. For such an 
interval p (z ,y) =  m(z,y] =  /i'(z ,y ). Let P  be a partition of [z,y] which 
misses A4. Applying Lemma 2.4 to cmpE(z, y) and cmpB. ( i ,  y) we deduce 
that, off Arf, E  and Ef have the same comparison isometries. This implies 
that E  and Ef differ at most by leaf variance and post-composition with an 
isometry.
2 .5  E a rth q u a k es o n  su rfa ces
Let E  be a surjective left earthquake on H2 with source lamination A and 
shearing metric /i. Let T be a Fuchsian group acting on the domain of E. 
Suppose that (A,p) is invariant under T.
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Lem m a 2.13 The mapa E o  T o E  1 form a Fuchsian group acting on the 
range of E.
P roo f: We begin by showing that for each g e  T the map E o g o  E~x is 
an isometry. Let A  and B  be strata o f  A, a  a geodesic segment linking them 
and P  a partition o f a . Define Tp as in Example 1 preceding Lemma 2.4. An 
element g €  T gives us strata gA and gB  and an interval ga  with partition 
gP. By the invariance of (A,/i) we have Ttp =  g o Tp o g~l . On refining P  
we obtain cm p(pA,pB) =  g o cmp(A, B ) o j -1 . Therefore
(B |iA )-* o (E\gB) = g o  (E|A)> o (B|B) o , ' 1 
which implies that
(E \gB)ogo(E \B)~l =  (E\gA) o g o (E\A)~l .
Thus E o g o  E~l gives us the same isometry regardless of which stratum of 
E(A) we consider.
Let us call the resulting group o f isometries T'. It remains to prove that 
r ' is Fuchsian.
Let x  be a point o f H* . Let {gn}  be a sequence of distinct elements o f I\ 
The sequence {gn o  E~l x }  is unbounded. Since E~l is a right earthquake it 
cannot map a bounded set to an unbounded one. It follows that {E  o g n o 
E~xx }  has no finite limit point. □
Let F  be a hyperbolic surface and (A,/i) a uniformly bounded metrized 
lamination on F . Lemma 2.13 implies that there is a second hyperbolic 
surface F '  and an earthquake E : F  —* F' such that E  has shearing metric fx. 
If F  is compact then every metrized lamination on F  is uniformly bounded. 
If F  has finite area then (A,/i) will be uniformly bounded precisely when A 
does not enter any ideal puncture o f F.
2 .6  D e n s ity  o f  sim ple  le ft  ea rth q u ak es
A left earthquake is called aimple if its source lamination is finite. Here 
we give two slightly different ways o f  approximating a left earthquake by a 
simple left earthquake.
We prove a number of preparatory lemmas first. Let A be a lamination 
and K  a compact convex subset o f H* . Write 5 (A ,K )  for the set of strata 
of A which intersect with K. Let
To =  { X  €  S(A, K)\K — X  has three or more components}.
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Suppose that To contains at least n strata. One can deduce the existence of 
at least n +  2 disjoint half-planes which intersect with K. Therefore To has 
to be finite.
Here is a diagram which illustrates the above definition.
On the left is shown a lamination A and a compact convex set K . On the 
right is shown the resulting set of strata Tq.
Lemma 2.14 Let T be any finite subset o f  S(A, K ) containing To. Each 
component o/H* — T  is bounded by at most two strata is  T.
P ro o f: Let W  be a component of H* — T . Suppose three strata bound 
W . Choose a point in each and join them up to  form a triangle. By 
Lemma 2.5 there is a stratum A of A which intersects with all three edges 
o f this triangle. It is clear that A is a member o f To and yet A  is contained 
in W . Since this is impossible at most two strata in T  bound W . □
Theorem  2.15 Let E  be a X-left earthquake. Let T  be a finite set o f  strata 
of A. There exists a simple left earthquake F  which agrees with E  on strata
*'»» T .
P roo f: Let K  be any compact convex subset of Hs which intersects 
with all the strata in T. Enlarge T  if necessary so that it contains To 
(defined above). Define a set of geodesics A as follows. Let A contain the 
axis of cmp(A, B) whenever the latter is non-trivial and A ,B  €  T  are not 
separated by any stratum in T.
Let 7 be a geodesic in A coming from A, B  as above. If 7 intersects with 
A  then A is a leaf and 7 =  A. Suppose 7 does not intersect with either A or
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B. Then 7 intersects with a component W  o f HJ — T  bounded by A  and B. 
Since, by the above lemma, A  and B  are the only strata o f T  which bound 
W , 7 is contained in W.
We have shown that each geodesic in A is either a leaf in T  or is contained 
in a component o f H* -  T . Moreover it is clear that at most one such geodesic 
can lie in any given component of H* — T . We deduce from this that the 
geodesics in A are disjoint and so form a finite lamination.
Now we define a transverse metric v on A. We show how v  is defined for 
a single leaf 7 o f A. From this we are able to work out the values o f  A on 
the whole plane. Let A, B  €  T  be strata which give rise to 7 as above.
If neither A  nor B  is equal to 7, define the (/-distance from 7 to each 
side of 7 to be ||cmp(i4,B)||/2.
If, without loss of generality, A  =  7, define the (/-distance from 7 to 
the side of 7 containing B  to be ||cmp(i4, B)||. If any other pair o f  strata 
gives rise to 7, it will be of the form A, B' with A =  7, and B' lying on the 
other side of 7 from B. We then define the {/-distance from 7 to the side of 
7 containing &  to be ||cmp(A, fl')||. If no other such pair of strata exists, 
define this (/-distance to be 0.
Choose a stratum Z  in T  and define F  to be the A-left earthquake with 
shearing metric v  which agrees with E  on Z. Let X ,Y  be strata o f T . Let 
A  be the stratum of A containing X  and B  the stratum containing Y . It 
is not hard to check that cm pg(X ,Y ) =  cmpjr(.A, B). This completes the 
proof of our Theorem. □
Next we prove a second, more detailed theorem.
T heorem  2.16 Let E be a left earthquake. On each compact aubaet K  of 
H* we can approximate E uniformly by a eimple left earthquake. Moreover 
if  the aource lamination of E  ia uniformly bounded with conatanta M  and 
rf then we can approximate E  by an earthquake whoae aource lamination is 
uniformly bounded with conatanta M  +  2e and t), where e may be arbitrarily 
email.
Define
Ao =  {7 €  A|7 D K  ^  0 and 7 C dX  for some X  €  7o}-
Notice that it is quite possible for Ao to be empty.
Given any sublamination A o f A and stratum A €  S(A, K ) define
A* =  { X  €  S(\,K)\X C A).
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Let A be any finite sublamination of A which contains Ao and contains only 
leaves of A which intersect with K .
Lem m a 2.17 Let A  €  S(A ,K ) and X  €  A*. Then
1. X  separates components o f K  — A  pairwise and
2. i f  K  — A has three or more components then A* =  {X } .
P ro o f: Draw pictures of all the possibilities which the lemma excludes. 
It should become apparent why they cannot occur. A  formally correct proof 
of this lemma, although not hard to construct would not be very illuminat­
ing. □
Here is a diagram illustrating the two cases which appear in the above 
lemma.
On the left is the lamination Ao arising from the lamination and convex set 
shown in the previous diagram. On the right, three strata o f A are shown 
superimposed.
Lem m a 2.18 Let A  €  S( A, K ) and let X ,Y  €  A*. I f X ^ Y  then either
1. dA  contains only one leaf and either X  separates Y  from dA or Y  
separates X  from dA or
2. dA contains two leaves, one o f  which is separated from X  by Y.
P ro o f: As for the previous lemma. □
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Suppose now that A is metrized with transverse metric fi. Given strata 
X . Y e  S (X ,K ) define
dK (X , Y )  =  inf {d{x, y )\ * e X r \ K ,y € Y n K ) .
Given a leaf 7 €  A and any stratum AT of A define
~p(X, 7) =  sup{/i(X , Y)\Y =  X  or Y  separates X  from 7}.
Fix c > 0. Suppose that 7 intersects with K. Define
W.O» = (J<*e *(*,*)!<«(*.•») < « *nd HX.l) < «>•
Since Jt(X, 7) —» 0 as d x(X , 7) —» 0, each point o f 70  K  is an interior point 
of JV«(7) n  K  with respect to the subspace topology on K. Define Ut(7) to 
be the interior o f ^ «(7) in the subspace topology on K.
We summarise the properties of AT, (7) and £/,(7) which we will use in the 
proof of the following Lemma. Let X  €  S(A, K ) be a gap and 7 €  S (A, K ) be 
a leaf. If X  C AT,(7) and Y  €  5 (A, K ) separates X  from 7 then Y  C TV,(7), 
d x (X ,Y ) < e and fi(X ,Y )  <  e. In particular if V  is a leaf it is clew that 
X  C Nt(Y).
Let X  and 7 be as above but suppose that 7 is a leaf in dX . Then 
7) =  d x{X , 7) =  0 so X  C Nt(7). It follows that for leaves 7 €  A 
which intersect with K  the Ut form an open cover o f K.
We are now ready to describe the lamination on which we construct an 
earthquake approximating E. Let A be any finite sublamination o f A which 
contains Ao, contains only leaves o f A which intersect with K  and such that 
the Ut neighbourhoods form an open cover o f K.
Lemma 2.19 Let A  be a stratum in 5 (A,K ). There exists X  €  A* such 
that X  C Nt(7) for all 7 C dA. Moreover for all Y  €  A*
d (X ,Y ) < t  a n in (X ,Y ) <  e.
P roo f: We split the proof into three cases.
Case 1: dA contains only one leaf, 7. Fix any X  €  A*. Let Y  be any 
other element o f A*. We have X ,Y  C Nt(7). By Lemma 2.18 either X  
separates Y  from 7 or Y  separates X  from 7. Either way the lemma follows 
from the properties o f IV( (7).
Case 2: dA  contains two leaves, 7 and V . A rt K  vs connected and 
is contained in the union of two non-empty open sets 17,(7) n A n  K  and
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(7f (Y ) n A d  K . Therefore the latter intersect and we can choose X  G A* 
such that X  C AT, (7)0 AT, (Y )- By Lemma 2.18 any Y  G A* such that Y  Y  X  
either separates X  from 7 or from Y-
Case 3: dA  contains three or more leaves. By Lemma 2.17 A* is the 
singleton set { X }  say. Since each leaf in dA  is a leaf of d X  we see that the 
first assertion of the lemma holds. The rest of the lemma is immediate. □  
We continue with the proof of Theorem 2.16. Let c : S(A, K ) —* S(A, K ) 
be a map which chooses from each A G S (A ,K ) a stratum X  G A* with 
the properties described in Lemma 2.19. Define the metric v  on S (A ,K ) by 
setting
t'(-t .a )  =  n H x ),t (B )) .
Lemma 2.17 implies that if B  separates A  from C  then c(B) separates c(A) 
from c(C). Therefore v  is a transverse metric. If H is a stratum of A 
which does not intersect with K  then v  is not defined on H. Since H is 
a half-plane such that dH  intersects with K  we can define =  0
and t/(H,A) =  v(dH ,A ) for each stratum A  Y H. Extended in this way u 
becomes a transverse metric on all strata o f A.
Suppose now that A,/i is uniformly bounded with constants M , r). We 
show that A,i/ is uniformly bounded. Let x, y be points of H3 lying in differ­
ent strata of A. There exist points x\ y/ on the geodesic segment [x, y] such 
that
1. the strata of A which contain x '.y ' intersect with K  and
2. =  * (* ,y ).
Let X, Y  be the strata o f A which contain x' and y' respectively. Write c(X ) 
for c(A) where A is the stratum of A which contains X . By Lemma 2.19 we 
have
Im(^ . k’ ) -  -(*',*'>1 =  M X .Y ) -  < 2«.
We deduce that if d (z ,y) <  7 then ('(z .y ) <  M  +  2c.
Fix any stratum A G  S( A, K). Define F  to be the unique left earthquake 
with source lamination A and shearing metric v  such that (F|A) =  (2?|c(A)). 
We show that F  0(e)-approximates E  on K. The precise function of e 
depends only on the diameter of K  and on an upper bound for the values 
o f n on K.
Fix any X  G S(A, K ). Let B be the stratum of A which contains X . Let 
/  be a geodesic which joins A to B. Let A i, A j , . . .  ,A n be the sequence of 
strata o f A through which I  passes. (We have A\ =  A  and An =  B.) This
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sequence is independent o f I. Let K' be a set which contains K  and its 
image under any of the maps
for »' =  Since v  is bounded on K  we may assume that K 1 is
independent of B.
We begin with an expression for (£?|.Y), namely
cmps(c(i4),c(Aj)) o . . .  o c m p jie i^ - iJ .e if l ) )  o cmpB (c(B),X ),
and convert it term by term, going from right to left, into the corresponding 
expression for (F|B).
Observe that c(B ) =  e (X ) and that p (c (X ),X ) <  e. By Lemma 2.1 
cmp(c(B),AT) differs from the identity by O(e) on K.
For each pair A,, A,+1 either A* is a leaf in ¿JA,+1 or vice versa. Therefore 
by Lemma 2.19 we have d#r(c(A,),c(A«.|.i)) <  e. By definition of v  we have 
i/(A i, A,+x) =  p (c(A i),c (A ,+i)). It follows from Lemmas 2.1, 2.3 and Esti­
mate 1 in Section 2, that cmp£ (e(A ,),c(A ,+ i)) differs from cmpf (A,-,A,-+1) 
by 0(e)p(c(A,),c(A<+1)) on K'.
We have shown therefore that (£7|.X) differs from (F|B) by O(e) on K. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.16.
Finally in this Section we prove a useful corollary of Theorem 2.16.
Theorem  2.20 Let E  be a uniformly bounded left earthquake. Then E  is 
measurable and area preserving.
P roo f: Let E  be uniformly bounded with constants M  and tj. Let /  
be any continuous function with compact support. Let En be a sequence 
o f simple left earthquakes which converge to E  uniformly on each compact 
subset of H* and which are uniformly bounded with constants M  +  1 and 17. 
The supports o f /  o E„ and of /  o E  are all contained inside a single compact 
set which we call K. We have /  o En —» /  o E  uniformly on K. Since
cmpy(A{, Ai+i) 0 . . . 0  cmpF (A n -!, B)
for all n we deduce that /  o E  is integrable and that
The theorem follows. □
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The following Lemmas will be used in the construction of an earthquake 
which uniformly approximates E  on K. The idea o f the construction is first 
to find an appropriate sublamination of the source lamination of E. Then 
to put a transverse metric on the sublamination which is derived from the 
shearing metric o f E. The approximating earthquake will have this metrized 
lamination as its source lamination.
3 Quasisymmetric maps and uniformly bounded 
earthquakes
3 .1  Q u a s isym m etric  m a p s
We begin by giving a definition of quasisymmetry which is more natural 
than Ahlfors’ definition (given in the introduction). We show that the new 
definition is equivalent to Ahlfors’ and finally that the quasisymmetric maps 
o f the circle form a group under composition.
We define the eroaa ratio cr(pq;rs) of four points p ,f ,r , ( E C U  { 00}  to
e r t a f J - f c ^ i l L f .P - »  q - r
Cross ratio is invariant under permutations of its arguments which are even 
and o f order 2 (the Klein 4-group), and under Möbius transformations of 
C U {oo}. We shall make use o f the identity
er(pq; ro) =  1 -  cr(pr; qs).
The cross ratio of a concyclic or collinear quadruple is real.
Definition Let /  be a map of a circle in C U {o o } to itself. /  is K -  
quaoiaymmetrie (K  >  1) if it is a homeomorphism and satisfies the following. 
For every quadruple o f points p, q, r, a on the circle such that cr(pq\ rs) =  1/2 
we have
j f i r f  < c r ( / W / ( , ) ; / ( . ) / ( . ) )  <
This definition is clearly invariant under composition of /  with Möbius trans­
formations.
Let /  be a map of R U {o o } fixing oo which is order preserving and K- 
quasisymmetric according to the above definition. Let p,q,r,a  be the points 
*  — t ,o o ,x ,z + t  respectively where x ,t  6 R and t >  0. Since cr{pq\ra) =  1/2 
we have
K  + 1 -  f ( r )  -  /(• ) -  K  +  i
n
w hich reduces to
Therefore the cross ratio form of quasisymmetry implies Ahlfors’ definition.
Let /  be a jf-quasisymmetric map o f R according to Ahlfors’ definition. 
We deduce the following. For all points p,r,a  G Ru { 00}  such that p <  r <  a 
and for each integer n > 1
Lem m a 3.1 Let f  be a K-quasiaymmetric map o f  R according to Ahlfora’ 
definition. Let p ,q ,r,a be a quadruple of points in R U { 00}  such that 
cr(P9>r*) €  (0,1). Let n > 1 be an integer auch that
P ro o f: Since cross ratios are invariant under the even permutations of 
order two, we may assume that p is finite and that the order o f the points is 
either p < q < a < r or p < r < a < q. (We are making use of the fact that 
the cross ratio lies in the range (0 ,1).) We begin by proving the left hand 
inequality.
Case 1, p < q < a < r.
At least one of
is less than 2. Without loss of generality we suppose it is the former. Then 
since cr(pq; ra) > l / 2n we have
Then
( y  + \ )n + i < « ( / M / ( f  ) ; / ( * ) / ( • ) )  <  1 “ ( K +  !)"+*■1
q -  r 2n+1'
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Quasisymmetry implies
/ ( » ) - / ( « ) ■ i
/ ( » )  -  7 w  (J t + i ) " * 1'
Sinn ----||f j >  1, we obtein
cr (/(p )/(* ) ;/(r )/(.) )  >
Case 2, p  < r <  8 <  q.
There exist integers n i,fi2 >  1 such that
E ^ l > . L  , 1^ 1 > - L
p  -  a 2"» q - r  2n»
and m  +  n j =  n +  1. At least one of the above inequalities is strict. Qua­
sisymmetry implies
/ M - / W '  1 / ( < ) - / ( « ) '  i
/o> ) -  /(• ) -  ( *  + 1) -  ’  / ( « )  -  7 w  W + 1)”
where at least one of the above inequalities is strict. Therefore
c r ( /0>)/(»); / ( - ) /(• ) )  > (Jf
This proves the left hand inequality in the statement of Lemma 3.1. By 
applying the result to cr(pr ; qa) instead we obtain
i  -  e r ( /0>)/(»); /(')/(•)) > ( g  •
This completes the proof o f Lemma 3.1. □
Lemma 3.1 with n =  1 says that Ahlfors’ definition of quasisymmetry 
with constant K  implies the cross ratio definition with constant K * +  2 K.
We need the following lemma in order to show that the quasisymmetric 
maps of a fixed circle form a group under composition.
Lemma 3.2 Let f  and p ,q ,r,a  be as in Lemma S.l. Suppose we have an 
integer n >  1 such that
0 <  cr(pq\ ra) < — .
Then
o < cr(/0>)/(,); / ( ’ ) / ( .) )  < 2 (
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P roo f: As before it is sufficient to consider the two cases p < q < a < r 
and p < r < a <  q.
Case 1» p <  q <  a <  r.
At least one of
/ ( * ) - / ( ' )
/ W - / W
P -T
p - a
than 2. Without loc 
> 1 we must have
Quasisymmetry implies
/ M - / M
of generality suppose it is the former.
—  < 5 iq — r 2"
/(* ) -  /(• ) S K V
TSW M  VSTïJ
and therefore n
Case 2 , p < r < a < q
By an argument rather similar to the one given in Case 2 in the proof of 
Lemma 3.1 we prove that
« (/( !> )/(* ):/(> • )/(• ))<  ( j n r i ) "  ‘
K  + 1Since ——— < 2 this implies the desired result. □
By switching r and q in the statement o f Lemma 3.2 we obtain a similar 
result for cross ratios close to 1.
Let /  be A-quaa¡symmetric and g Jf'-quasisymmetric (cross-ratio defi­
nition). Pick an integer n such that
\K' +  l )  ~ K  +  1
By applying g~l o f  to quadruples with cross-ratio 1/2 and using Lemma 3.2 
we deduce that y -1 o /  is (2n -  l)-quasisymmetric. It follows that the 
quasisymmetric maps form a group under composition.
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3.2  C ro ss  ra tios  an d  th e  th rice  p u n c t u r e d  sphere
In the previous section we gave bounds on how the cross ratio of a quadruple 
of distinct points could vary under the application o f a quasisymmetric map. 
The range of the cross ratio function is a hyperbolic surface, namely £  -  
{0, l ,o o }  with its Poincar* metric. We show in this Section that the cross 
ratio of any quadruple of points on the circle is moved a bounded hyperbolic 
distance under the application of a fixed quasisymmetric map.
We denote by p the Poincarl metric on £  — {0 , l ,o o } . The following well 
known lemma, which is a corollary o f the Schwarz Lemma, enables us to 
find bounds on p.
Lemma 3.3 Let F  and G be complete connected hyperbolic surfaces and let 
h be a conformal map o f F into G. Then h is either a local isometry or a 
strict contraction.
Lemma 3.4 Let po be the metric on (0,1) defined by
«>(*, V) =  I M -  lo* *) -  l ° s ( -  log *)l
for all x, y €  (0,1). Then p(x,y) < po[x,y) for all x ,y  e  (0,1).
P ro o f: Let p be the Poincari metric on D — {0 }. Observe that the map 
M -*  exp(iz)
makes the upper half plane into the universal cover of D -  {0 }. From this 
we see that po is simply the restriction o f p to  (0, 1).
By Lemma 3.3, the inclusion map o f D — {0 } ,  with metric p, into £  -  
{0, l ,o o } ,  with metric p, is distance decreasing. The lemma follows. □ 
N ote : In fact as we approach 0 the ratio o f p to p tends to 1. We 
obtain a similar approximation to p near I by taking the Poincar4 metric 
on f? i(l )  — {1 }. We do not prove these statements since no actual use will 
be made of them.
T heorem  3.5 Let f  be a K-quasisymmetric map (cross ratio definition) of 
a circle S. Let p be the Poincari metric on D — {0 }. Then there exists a 
constant M  =  M (K ) such that
<>(<*(!>»;"■•),er(/(|>)/(f);/ ( . ) / ( . ) ) )  <  M  
for all quadruples (p ,q ,r,s) of distinct points on S.
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P ro o f: Since the cross ratio o f a concyclic quadruple is real we know
that
c r ( p i , r e ) € R - { 0, l ) .
Permuting the arguments of the cross ratio function has the same effect as 
composing it with one of the six possible orientation preserving isometries 
of C — {0 , l ,o o } . Therefore we may assume without loss of generality that
Let us now write cr for cr(pq;ra) and cr* for c t(f[p )f (q )]f(r )f (a )). Let no 
be the least integer such that
no log 2 log 2.
Notice in particular that no > 2.
We consider two possible cases, depending on the value of cr.
If we have
then it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
¡ j r + l j — * £ c , , s l - { j r n ] >
In this case it is straightforward to write down an upper bound for pofcr.cr'). 
If the first case does not hold then there exists an n > no such that
Then it follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that 
1
( K  +  !)■+* S c , , s  J ( j r  +  i )
Using the definition of po, the inequalities satisfied by no and the fact that 
n > no, a straightforward calculation gives
* ( c , c O  < {lo , ( I M i J - L l )  >l0i ( htt4^ * . 1>)  }
Applying Lemma 3.4 completes the proof of this theorem. □
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We show in this section that an earthquake is uniformly bounded if and only 
if it gives rise to a quasisymmetric map o f the circle at infinity. This pro­
vides an important link between the theory of earthquakes and the complex 
analytic view o f Teichmiiller space.
Throughout this section we use the cross ratio definition of quasisymme-
try.
S.S U n ifo r m ly  b o u n d e d  ea rth q u ak es
T heorem  3.6  Let E  be a left earthquake with quasisymmetric boundary val­
ue». Then E  i» uniformly bounded with constants depending on the constant 
of quaaiaymmetry.
P ro o f: Let A and B  be strata o f A. If A is a gap then let be the 
leaf in dA  which weakly separates A  from B. If A is a leaf then let 7,4 =  A. 
Define 7b  similarly.
Choose coordinates in the upper half plane for the domain and range of 
E  as follows. Let 74 lie along the positive imaginary axis and let B  lie to 
the right o f A. We obtain a similar picture in the range by requiring that 
(2?|A) be the identity. If 7x  and 7b share exactly one common endpoint 
then by switching A and B  if necessary we may assume that this is at 00.
Shown here are two examples in which coordinates have been chosen as 
described above.
Let K  be the constant of quasisymmetry which applies to the bound­
ary mapping o f E. Let x be a point on the positive real axis. Applying 
the definition of K -qu as ¡symmetry to the quadruple (—x ,o o ,0, x) we find 
E(x) <  K x. The comparison isometry cmp(A, B) is simply (E\B). Because 
E  is a left earthquake (E\B)(x) <  E (x) for all *  weakly separated from A 
by B.
We consider the two cases 7x  =  IB  and 'Ja ^  'IB-
Case 1, 'ja  =  IB- Since the axis of cmp(A, B) is the positive imaginary 
axis cmp(A, B ) is simply an enlargement. The above inequalities imply 
|cmp(A,fl)| < lo g * .
Case 2, 7a ^  IB- Label the endpoints of 70 as x and y where 0  <  x < 
V < 0 0 . The distance d(A ,B ), equal to ¿ (7^ ,7b ), is given by the formula
Set
cosh d (A ,m  =
y - x
n
4K  +  1 
4K  -  1
Suppose, in order to show that E  is uniformly bounded, that d(A, B ) <  tj. 
Then y /x  > 4K . Conjugating E  by an appropriate enlargement we may 
assume that x  =  (2K )~ l and therefore y > 2. Let p be the repelling 
endpoint of the axis of (E\B) and q the attracting endpoint. The situation 
is now as shown below.
For each t €  R not equal to p or 9 we have 
Set t =  \/K. We have the following inequalities:
> < « < 00, (E|B)(I) <  1
where the last o f these follows from quasisymmetry. Maximizing the cross ra­
tio subject to these inequalities, and using the fact that (£|i?) =  cm p(A, B), 
we find that
|cmp(i4,S)| < log(4K  -  S).
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V
We have shown therefore that E  is uniformly bounded with constants rj
We turn next to proving the converse of Theorem 3.6. To prepare the 
way we prove first a number of lemmas.
Lem m a 3.7 Let T be an isometry mapping the Poincard disk D to itself. 
Let r be the hyperbolic distance from 0 to T(0). Then T\ao is bi-Lipschitz 
with constant er.
P ro o f: We can express T  as a fractional linear transformation of the 
form
where \0\ =  1 and |o| < 1. We can assume, without loss of generality, that 
0  =  1. Write T1 for the derivative of T  as a holomorphic function. |7,'| takes 
its maximum value at a/|a| and its minimum at -a/|a|. At a/|a| its value
Let A be a geodesic lamination on H* . Let X  and Y  be strata of A which 
intersect with a geodesic segment [a, 6]. We say that Y  is further from a 
than X  if X  weakly separates Y  from a.
Let A  be a compact convex subset o f H3 and let o be a point on K . Let 
A be a stratum of A and suppose that A  does not intersect with K. Let a 
be a point on A. We say that A' encloses A  if, of the strata which intersect 
with both [o, a] and K , A1 is the furthest from o.
Consider the set of leaves which intersect with both [o,a] and K . Let 7 
be the one which maximises hyperbolic distance from o. There can be at 
most one stratum, intersecting with both K  and [o,a], further from o than 
7. Therefore there is a unique stratum A ' enclosing A.
as above and M  =  log(4 A  — 3). □
is er and at — a/\a\ it is e~r. □
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Let B  be another stratum o f A. This diagram shows two positions in 
which B  could possibly turn up.
Lemma 3.8 Let A and B be strata of A and suppose that A is disjoint from 
K . Let A ' be the stratum enclosing A. Either
1. A' weakly separates A from B or
2. B  is disjoint from K  and A' also encloses B.
Proofs Let *  be a point on A  and y a point on B. By Lemma 2.5 
there exists a stratum C  which intersects with all three edges of the triangle 
(«.*.»)■
If C  intersects with K  then either A' — C  or A' is further from o than C. 
Either way A' must intersect with [*, y] and therefore case 1 in the statement 
of the lemma holds.
If C  does not intersect with K  then B  cannot intersect with K  either. 
Let B' denote the stratum enclosing B. C' is further from o than either A' 
or Ef. Therefore A' and B' both intersect with [o,x] and [o,y]. It follows 
that each is further from o than the other and therefore they are the same.
□
Let K  and A be as above. A denotes a stratum of A. If A does not 
intersect with K , we write A' for the stratum of A which encloses A. If A 
intersects with K , we set A' =  A.
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Let E  be a A-left earthquake on H* which fixes the stratum of A con­
taining o. Define maps E\ and Et as follows. Set
E\\a  =  cmpE(A', A)\a and
E i \a  =  (£| A ')U
for all strata A  o f A.
L e m m a  3 .9  E\ and E? are A-left earthquake» and aatisfy E  =  E* o E\.
P roo f: It is clear from the definition that Et agrees with an isometry 
on each stratum of A. Let A  and B  be strata of A. Lemma 3.8 implies that 
either
1. A' =  B' or
2. a geodesic segment running from A to B  crosses first A' then B'.
(We do not exclude from the second case the possibility that A  =  A' or 
B =  & .) A typical example of each of these cases is shown here.
It is now straightforward to check that cmpE.(A ,B ), whenever non-trivial, 
is a translation with axis weakly separating A  from B.
We check now that E =  Ei o Ex. Let A  be any stratum of A. If A 
intersects with K  then E\ restricts to the identity and E2 agrees with E  on 
A.
Suppose A  does not intersect with K. Lemma 3.8 implies that each 
stratum, lying in the same component o f the complement of A ' as A, is 
enclosed by A'. In particular each stratum which intersects with £?i(A) is 
enclosed by A'. Therefore E2 agrees with (E\A') on the whole o f Ei(A ). It 
follows that E>i o Ei agrees with E  on A. □
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Lem m a 3.10 Let E  be a uniformly bounded left earthquake. Let Ei be 
defined ae above. Then Ei\ao is bi-Lipechitz, with constant depending only 
on K  and the constants o f uniform boundedness for E.
P roo f: Write Aj for the source lamination of E%. Let X  be any stra­
tum of Aj. In view of the definition of E2 there exists a stratum A  o f A, 
intersecting with K , such that (E,*|Af) =  (E\A). Uniform boundedness of 
E  and Estimate 1 o f Section 2.2 give an upper bound for ||(£|j4)|| and thus 
for ||(J^ |Ar)||. From Lemmas 2.1 and 3.7 we can derive a bound Af' on the 
bi-Lipschits constant of (^ 2|Af)|s0 .
Let x  and y be points on 3D. Write d (z ,y) for the shortest Euclidean 
distance from * to y, measured along 3D. We show that
d(z ,y )/ h f < d(E i(x), E i(y )) < A#\i(x,y).
Let X  and Y  be strata of Aa which contain x and y respectively in their ideal 
boundaries. Define a map / ,  from 3D to itself, as follows. If cmpBa(X ,Y )  is 
non-trivial then the endpoints o f its axis divide dD into two intervals. Set /  
equal to (^s|Af) on the interval containing x, and to (Et\Y) on the interval 
containing y. If cmpBj is trivial, so that (Ei\X) =  (15j|y), simply set 
/  =  (E i|X)|aD. So defined, /  is continuous, Af'-bi-Lipschitz, and satisfies 
/ ( x )  =  E i(x) and / (y )  =  E i(y). Applying the definition of Af'-bi-Lipschitz 
to /  for x and y, we deduce the above inequalities. Since x and y were 
arbitrary, the lemma follows. □
T heorem  3.11 Let E  be a uniformly bounded left earthquake. Then the 
boundary mapping o f E  is quasisymmetric with constant depending only on 
the constants of uniform boundedness for E.
P ro o f: Let (p ,q,r,a) be a quadruple o f points on the ideal boundary 
of the domainM E  such that cr(p,q\r,s) =  1/2. Choose coordinates in D 
for the domain of E  so that (p ,q ,r,a ) are (», 1 ,-1 ,  —i) respectively. Choose 
coordinates in D for the range of E  such that E  fixes the stratum containing 
0.
Let e =  0.1. Let K  be the closed disk of Euclidean radius 1 — e and 
centre 0. Define Ei and E2 as above.
We show that |x — Ej(z)| < 1/4 for each complex number z €  3D. Write 
Ai for the source lamination of E\. No leaf o f Aj intersects with the interior 
of K. Write O for the stratum o f A| which contains 0. An easy calculation 
shows that the Euclidean diameter of each component of 15 — T) is bounded
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by c ^  . For c =  0.1 this is less than 1/4. Since E\ fixes 3D n  Z5
pointwise and maps each component of 3D -  75 into itself, Ex moves no 
point further than the specified distance.
Now we turn our attention to E7. By Lemma 3.10 |ao is M '-bi- 
Lipschitz where M 1 depends only on M  and tj It follows that
for all * , y €  3D.
Finally let p" =  £ ? (* /)  =  E(p) etc. From the above estimates we see 
that |fT -  r*|, |r* -  s*|,|s* -  f»| and |f* -  p"| all exceed (V 5 -  l/2)/A#*. 
Therefore cr(p", g"; r", s " )  is bounded away from 0 and 1. □
4 An approximation theorem
The remainder of this paper is devoted to proving that we can approximate 
a uniformly bounded earthquake by a bi-Lipschitz d iffeo morph ism in a fairly 
natural way. (This will b e  made precise later.) This gives a direct way of 
seeing how an earthquake relates two hyperbolic structures. It also provides 
a second link between earthquakes and the view of Teichmiiller space as a 
space of conformal structures on a surface.
4 .1  S o m e  p r e p a r a to r y  d efin ition s a n d  analysis
In this section we set up the notation which we use in Section 4.3 and show 
that certain objects we define are suitably ‘well behaved.’
Fix the following notation throughout this section. Let D| and Dj be 
two copies of H*. Let (A, fx) be a uniformly bounded metrized lamination 
on Dj. Let Et : Di —* D*, for t E R+, be a 1-parameter family o f surjective 
A-left earthquakes such that Et has shearing metric tfi. It follows from 
Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.10 that such families exist.
We denote by the transverse metric on Et(\) defined by
H.(A , B) =  n {E r'A . E i 'B ).
Lemma 4.1 Let ¡i be uniformly bounded with constants r) and M . For 
t €  R+ the metric is uniformly bounded with constants tje~UM and M.
P roof: Fix t G R+. We prove first that for all strata A, B  o f A,
d (A ,B )> t j  => d(EtA,EtB) > r\e~UM.
Let A and B  be strata which satisfy d(A, B ) >  rj. We consider two cases. 
Case 1: n(A, B) < 2M . Lemma 2.8 implies d(EtA, £«B) > r)e~2tt4. 
Case 2: n (A ,B ) > 2M . Since n has no discontinuity o f size greater 
than M  we can find a stratum C  which weakly separates A  from B  and 
satisfies M  < n(A ,C ) < 2M . The uniform bounds on p imply d(A ,C ) > rj. 
Lemma 2.8 implies d(EtA, E tC ) > t]e~ltM which forces the required result.
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Now let A' and B' be strata in Et{A). Using the inequality just proved, 
we deduce
H.A', Bf) <  I* - * * "  => h et 'a'.b t ' b ") < n
=* li{BT1A ' ,E f 'B ' ) < M  
=► w ( X ', f l ') < M .
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. □
Lemma 4.2 For each a,t €  R+ the map E ,+ to E fl is a left earthquake with 
source lamination Et(A) and shearing metric spit.
P ro o f: E,+t o jE7(— 1 restricts to an isometry on each stratum of £t(A). 
We prove that the comparison isometries of this map have weakly separating 
axes and that it has shearing metric sfit. Let z  and y  be points in Di and let 
P  =  {*o, • • • ,* n}  be a partition of [z,y]. Let Tp% =  T\<t o . . .  oTBi, be the P- 
compatible isometry defined in Example 1 of Section 2 with reference to the 
measured lamination (A,tft). In accordance with the notation used in that 
example we denote by 7,- the axis o f T „  whenever the latter is non-trivial. 
We have
Tp,*+t o Tp ] =  T\',+t o . . .  o T„',+t o T ~} o  . . .  o T {£ .
When p (z ,_ t,z ,) ^  0 the isometry Tfit+t o T^1 is a distance «/i(z,_|, z,) 
translation along 7,-. Define
■Si,» =  (Ti,* o . . .  o Ti_i,t) o Ttit o (T ij o . . .  o  Ti-
When /i(z i_ i,z ,) /  0 the isometry Sji4 is a distance s/i(z,-_i, z,) translation 
along Ti i4 o . . .  o 7i_ iii(7,). The above equations imply that
Tp,,+t o Tpj =  S1(.  0...0
The axes of the 5,-,/s are disjoint and weakly separate z from Tp*(y). 
Lemma 2.2 implies that the axis of 7>,«+t weakly separates z  from
Tp,t(y) and that the following holds.
< \Tp,,+t © Tp/1 < sp(z,y) cosh rf(z,7>,((y)).
Take limits as P  is refined. We deduce that the axis o f cmpS|+|(* ,y ) o 
cmP£,(*»v)-1 weakly separates z from 7>,*(y) and
») <  |cmpfi<+,(z , y)ocmp£l (z, y)-11 <  sp(z, y) cosh d(x, cmpB|(z, y)(y)).
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Let * ' =  Et(x) and y' =  Et(y). We have
Therefore the axis of cmpJ!i+iof- i ( i ' Iy') weakly separates tf  from y*. The 
above inequalities can be rewritten
•Mil*1,Vi < * (* ',» ')I <  cosh d{z',i/)
which is sufficient to ensure that E,+( o E f1 has shearing metric afit- 1=1
N o ta tio n : Let : D| —» Dj be a 1-parameter family o f bijections which 
is smooth in t. We denote by the (possibly discontinuous) vector field on 
Dj defined by
Using the Poincarl disk model for hyperbolic space we identify Dj with 
the open unit disk D C C. Then we can regard and all of its derivatives 
with respect to t, as complex valued functions on D|.
Let u and v be points on dD. Denote by A(u,t>) the function correspond­
ing to the vector field on 15 which is generated by translating at hyperbolic 
unit speed along the geodesic joining u to v.
We show next that for each fixed pair of points x, y €  H* , cmp£|(z, y) is a 
smooth function oft. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2 let z and y be points in Di 
and let P  =  {x 0, • • • ,*n} be a partition of (*,y). Let Tj»t =  T „ o . . . » r n,,be  
the P-compatible isometry defined in Example 1 of Section 2 with reference 
to the measured lamination (A, tfi).
We have TP, +toTp] =  Sj , o . . .oSn>,  where Sit,  is a distance x,)
translation with axis Tlit o . . .  o Write u,(t) for the repelling fixed
point of Siit and v,-(t) for the attracting fixed point. Using the notation 
explained above we have
n ,  -  «■(«»• (»)
i=0
Without loss of generality we assume that z lies at the centre of D. For 
t €  (0, 1) the geodesics Tlito . . .oT,- ,(7,) lie at most a distance f*(z, y )+ d (x ,y )  
from the centre o f D. Therefore the pairs v, (t)) lie in acompact subset, 
K  say, o f dD x dD -  diag(dD).
Lem m a 4 .3  For each integer r >  1 there is a constant Cr such that |7^| < 
Cr. Moreover C , is independent o f t G [0,1] and the choice of partition P.
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P roo f: We prove this by induction on r. Since K  is compact and inde­
pendent of t and P , Equation 3 implies that C\ exists.
Suppose we have bounds C\,. . .  ,Cr on the first r derivatives of Tpit.
Let Pi =  {*o, • • • ,*<} for i  <  n. Then u ,(t) =  T/»<>i(u,(0)). Therefore for 
k < r we have |uj* (^i)| < C*. The derivatives up to degree r of v,(t) satisfy 
the same bounds.
Differentiating Equation 3 a toted o f r times we obtain an expression for 
Tp f 1^  as a polynomial in the partial derivatives up to degree r of A  and the 
derivatives up to degree r of u,(t) and v,(t). The partial derivatives up to 
degree r of A  are bounded because K  is compact. We have shown that the 
derivatives up to degree r of u,(t) and v,(t) are bounded. Therefore |T^T,+1 |^ 
is bounded and the lemma follows by induction. □
Fix a point z E D . For each partition P  o f [x, y] we have the path 7>i((z) 
in D. As P  is refined, Tpit(z) converges uniformly to cmpEt(x ,y )(*). Since 
the derivatives o f Tpit(z) are bounded uniformly with respect to t and P  it 
follows that cmp£|(z ,y )(r ) is smooth in t. We can also deduce that as P  is 
refined
t=0
We assume for the remainder of this section that £* is smooth in t.
The vector field generated by a differentiable 1-parameter family of 
isometries is called a Killing field. The Killing fields on Dj form a 3- 
dimensional vector space which can be identified with the Lie algebra of 
Isom+ (Dj).
For each p €  Da and t €  [0,1] define WPit to be the Killing vector field 
on Dj which agrees with E[ on the stratum o f £«(A) containing p.
Next we prove certain bounds on the W ’s.
Write F, t for the £^(A)-left earthquake Et+t o E f1 where a,t e  R+ . 
Recall that Ftlt has shearing metric apt. For t €  [0,1] we assume that pt is 
uniformly bounded with constants tj and M . (See Lemma 4.1.)
For p,q  €  Dj, by definition (F«,t|$) =  (F»,*|P) o cmpjr, ,^ ,  $). Differenti­
ating we obtain,
=  WPil +  -^1 cmpF i (p,q). 
da\0
Lemma 2.2 implies
•Ht\p,q] <  |cmp,# t(p,i)| <  apt [p, g] cosh d(p,q).
Let x be a point in D3 and set r =  max{d (x,p ),d (x ,q )}. Then
M«[p,i] <  d(x,cmpjr^(P, $ )(x )) /«  < ft,[p, q] cosh d(p, q) cosh r.
Letting * —♦ 0 and substituting in the previous expression, we have
« I f .* ]  fi ll»V i(*) -  "'«.■(•ill < « I ? , l\comhd(j>,i)camhr. (5)
Let x e  Da and t G [0,1] be fixed. It follows from the right-hand inequal­
ity above that, as a function of p, Wp i(x) is bounded on bounded subsets of 
Da and continuous off £*(A¿) where Áj, defined in Section 2.4, is the count­
able set of leaves on which ft is discontinuous. Since Et(A¿) has measure 
zero it follows that Wpi((x) is locally integrable with respect to p.
Fix 6 > 0. Let ^ be a smooth circularly symmetric bump function 
Da with integral 1 and support contained in a disk o f radius 6. Let <f>y 
the bump function centered at y which we obtain by composing tf> with 
appropriate isometry o f Da- For each isometry T  of Da we have
+W °T m  4 r -t9.
Define
V ,, =  /JOi
For each y €  Da and t G [0,1], VVit is a Killing field on D3. We call V„it the 
approximating vector field for Et.
We show next that Vyt is smooth in (y,t). Since, by Theorem 2.20, Et 
is area preserving we have
» a ) ( » ) ( * |
Notice that the integrand here depends smoothly on the pair (y, t). Let K  
be any bounded subset o f Da- Each partial derivative (w.r.t. y and/or t)  o f  
o Et(z) is uniformly bounded w.r.t. z  G Di and (y ,t) G K  x [0,1).
As we vary (y ,t) G K  x [0,1] the support of o £* remains inside a 
bounded subset of Dj which we will call K'. Each partial derivative (w.r.t. 
t) of (Et\z)' is uniformly bounded w.r.t. z G K' and t G [0,1]. It follows by 
differentiating under the integral sign that Vy¡t is smooth in (y, t).
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4 .2  K illin g  fie ld s , g eo d e s ics  a n d  th e  d is ta n ce  fu n c t io n
We discuss properties of Killing fields, geodesics and the distance function 
which will be useful in Section 4.3.
Let X  be a vector field on H3 and let 7 be an oriented geodesic. Let p  be 
a point on 7. Let U[p) be the unit tangent vector along 7 at p which defines 
the orientation of 7. We define < X(p), 7 >  the component o f X  along 7 at 
p  to be the real number < X(p),U (p) > , where < >  indicates the inner
product associated with the hyperbolic metric.
Let w b e i  point of H3 . The function d(.,w), assigning to each point 
o f H3 its distance from w, is smooth on H* — {w }. The derivative of this 
function is a 1-form on H* — {u>}. Using < > to identify the cotangent
bundle o f H3 with the tangent bundle we can interpret this form as a vector 
field on H3 — {« /}. Its value at x is the unit tangent vector at x  along the 
geodesic running from tv to z.
Let xt and yt be differentiable curves in H3 such that xt /  y*.
¡£ ¿ (*1, * )  =  < * i , - r >  -  <  v! . t >
where 7 is the geodesic running from y< to x,. (This is a special case of the 
First Variation Theorem.)
By taking xt and yt to be integral curves of a smooth vector field X  on 
H3 we deduce the following.
The vector field X  is a Killing field if and only if for each geodesic 7 the 
component of X  along 7 is constant over 7.
4 .3  T h e  a p p ro x im a tin g  d iffe o m o rp h ism
The following notation is fixed for the whole of this section. Let Di and Dj be 
two copies o f H3 . Let E  : Dj —» Dj be a uniformly bounded left earthquake 
with source lamination A and shearing metric p. Let Et : D\ —* Dj for 
1 6  [0,1] be a smooth 1-parameter family of left earthquakes such that Et 
has shearing metric tp  and E\ =  E. For each *  €  Dj let WMt and V... be 
the Killing fields on Dj defined in Section 4.1.
Let Vt be the vector field on Dj defined by Vt(x ) =  Vu t(x). Let ♦i : 
Dj —► Dj be the smooth 1-parameter family o f diffeomorphisms which solves 
the equation ♦{ =  Vt subject to the initial condition that ¥0 =  Eo- We call 
*1 the approximating diffcomorphism for Et.
We prove next that our construction of 'tt is in some sense natural. Let 
Ht be a smooth 1-parameter family o f isometries of Dj. Let Ft =  Ht°E t. Let
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#t and be the approximating diffeomorphisms for Et and Ft respectively. 
Lemma 4 .4  With the above notation we have =  Ht o * ,  for t G [0,1]. 
P ro o f: We have (Fg|s) =  H t°  (£»|z). Differentiating we obtain
Let UVlt be the approximating vector field for Ft.
=  f m i* ,o F , )w r ,\ .Y iA ( . )
=  /„ .(* » .-■ »  °  * ) (• ) ( « ?  +
where is the approximating vector field for Et. Let Ut be the vector 
field taking the value UVit(y) at y and define V, similarly. We have
=  Ut
=  H\ +  Ht.Vt
Since Ht o 4», also satisfies the initial condition Ho o *0 =  Fo the lemma 
follows from the uniqeness of solutions o f ordinary differential equations. □ 
Let Et be as before and let T be a group of isometries of Di which leave 
the source lamination and shearing metric o f £* invariant. From Section 2.5 
we know that each g €  T induces an isometry ht o f Dj where
/it o Ei =  Etog.
Let be the approximating diffeomorphism for Et. The approximating 
diffeomorphism for the right-hand side of the above equation is simply ♦toy. 
For the left-hand side, by Lemma 4.4, we obtain ht °  ¥t- Therefore
ht o *t =  ♦ : °  9-
It follows that if E  is an earthquake between surfaces then *1 gives a dif­
feomorphism between the same two surfaces.
Lemma 4.5  Let Et and ♦t be as before. The diffeomorphism is quasi- 
isometric.
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P ro o f: Let x and y be distinct points in Dj. Let z» and y< be the paths 
#«(* ) and ♦<(y) respectively for t €  [0,1]. Let 7< be the geodesic joining x t 
to y(. As at the end of Section 4.2 we see that
*■) = <  (V..J -  V „ j ) ( i , ) , i  >
and this implies
\ ^ . . K ) \ < H V ^ - V n M x l)\\.
From the definitions we have
=  /  (♦ *  -  ♦ » ) ( * ) ( « '«  -  '•»a
For z €  supp(^x, -  4>Vt) clearly d(z, x t)  < 6  +  d(xt, y»). Suppose that Af and 
*7 are the constants of uniform boundedness on and that 6 +  d[xt,yt) <  17. 
Then for all z €  supp(^z, -  4yt) Inequality 5 implies
11^  -  ^ ) ( « . ) | |  < M  coshN .
Laft
k =  2McoshJ t). sup ||<tyS|||.(area of a hyperbolic disk radius 6). 
Whenever 6 +  d(zt, y() < f j w e  have
(«)
Suppose finally that 6 <  17/2 . It is easy to deduce from Inequality 6 that, 
whenever d(xo,yo) <  e~kt)/2,
<*(*l,Vl) <  e*d(io, Vo)-
Clearly the condition d(xo.Vo) <  e~ktf/2 is redundant. The inequality can 
be rewritten
< ( (* ( . ) ,* ( ,) )  £  v)
Similar reasoning gives the same inequality for ♦ - l . Therefore ♦ is quasi- 
isometric. □
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Lem m a 4.6  Let Et and 9 t be as before. For each € > 0 there exists S >  0 
(used tn the definition of V/t) such that the graph o f  4*1 is e-dense in the 
graph o f E\. (W e use the supremum metric on Dj X D j.)
P ro o f : Let A and p  be the source lamination and shearing metric re­
spectively of Ei. Let p be a point in Di. We show that there is a q G Di 
such that both d(p,q) and d(E\(p), ♦ l( i ) )  are 0 (6 ). The proof is divided 
into 3 cases.
C ase l : p  lies on a leaf I of A. In view of Lemma 4.4 we can assume 
that (2 t^|f) is fixed. We use the same letters l and p for the images under E% 
o f / and p.
Define a coordinate system on Dj as follows. Fix an orientation o f / so 
that the words right of p  are meaningful. Let w be any point of Dj. Let 
7  be the unique geodesic perpendicular to /  through w. We define x(w) by 
saying that 7 crosses /  a distance x(ti>) to the right of p. We define y(u>) to 
be the (signed) distance o f w from /.
Fix the following notation for the remainder of the proof o f Case 1. Let 
q be a point in Di. Let qt =  4*t( f )  and let 7( be the complete geodesic 
perpendicular to / through qt. We proceed by finding bounds on dx(<fi) and 
< W i)
Suppose that
1. v(?e) +  6 <  sinh_ 1( l )  and that
2. y(qt) - 6 > 0 .
Let x be any point of the 5-ball centered at qt. From 1 we deduce that any 
geodesic which weakly separates z from / must cross 7». In particular the 
axis o f the vector field WMit crosses 7*. From 2 we see that z lies above /. 
Therefore the axis of WMit crosses 7* above /. Since Et is a left earthquake,
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we deduce that dx(WMil(qt)) <  0. Following through the definitions we see 
that this implies dx(q[) <  0.
If instead we suppose that
— v(f«) +  i  <  sinh- 1( l )  and that
2 -  f  >  0
then we obtain dx(q[) >  0. We have now established the bounds we will 
need on dx(q\).
We now consider dy(q't). Suppose that
v(f«) +  6 <  min{sinh- * (l ) ,»;}
where rj,M  are constants of uniform boundedness for £». Inequality 5 im­
plies that the magnitude of W ,it on its axis is at most M  cosh* ij. The cosine 
o f the angle between 7t and the axis of Wa>t is at most sinh(£ +  |y(ft)D- We 
have
l< W ,(* ) )|  =  \ < w mJ, 1 >\
< M  cosh*(fj) sinh(i +  |y(gi)|)
*
Let k =  M cosh*(»;)/sinh_ , (l). Following through the definitions we obtain 
|<*y(9t)| <  k(6 +  |y(?«)|). This is the bound we will need on dy(q[). Let 
C  =  min{sinh_1(l),»j}.
The diagram below summarises the inequalities we have obtained so far.
t  * *1 _____
c ^  I t  }  •**(*!) >  °
1 t i  /
}  * ( f i )  <  0
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We have shown that
* +  M * ) l < c  =» ¡Mii)\ <  M* +  Iv(i.)l).
Therefore, for y(qt) within the given range of values, the graph of |y(?t)| +  6 
is constrained to lie between two exponential curves.
|V(*)I +  « < C
for all t G [0,1]. Suppose now that Ce~k >  (5/ (90) +  $) >  2Sek and that 
x {qo) =  0. (We assume that 6 <  Ce~ik/2.) It followt that
C >  (y (* ) +  * )>  W
for all t e  [0,1]. From our inequalities concerning dx(<ft) we deduce that 
* ( i i )  <  0.
If instead we suppose that C e~k >  (-y(fc>) +  S) >  25e* and * (90) =  0 then 
it follows that
* (i i )  >  0.
Since x(qi) depends continuously on 90 we can find 90 satisfying x(qo) =  0 
*nd |y(9t>)| +  6 <  2fie* such that * (91) =  0.
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For the same q0 we see that |y(?i)| +  6 <  2Se*k. Recall that p is the point 
with coordinates x(p) =  y(p) =  0. To summarise we have found a point 
q =  EoHqo) such that d(p,q) <  (2efc- l ) $  and d(Ei(p), 't’ i(q)) <  (2e3k-l )S .
Case 2 :p lies within distance 6 o f a leaf l on dp. Let p* be a point 
on /  such that d(p,p') < 6. Clearly changing £* by leaf variance does not 
change so we assume that (E\l) =  (E\p). Then d(Ei(p), Ei(f/)) <  6. 
By our previous results we can now find q such that d(p,q) < 2ekS and 
d(&i(p), * , ( * ) ) <  2e*‘ i.
Case 3 :p  does not lie within distance 6 of any leaf in X. Then £«(p) =  
♦»(p) for t €  [0,1). This completes the proof of Lemma 4.6. □
Let Et and be as defined at the start of this section. In view of 
Lemma 4.6 we suppose that for some e > 0 the graph o f is i-dense in the 
graph o f E. We show that E  and ¥i give rise to the same map of dDi onto 
dD,.
Let xn be a sequence o f points converging to a point *  €  dDi. The 
sequence E(xn) converges to E(x) on dD2- Let yn be a sequence o f points 
in Di such that d(zn,yn) <  c and d(E(xn), ♦ i(y „ ))  <  e. It follows that y„ 
converges to x and ♦ i(y „) converges to E(x). Therefore E(x) =  ^i(ar) as 
required.
We summarise the results o f this section in our final theorem.
Theorem  4.7 Let E  he a uniformly hounded left earthquake between hy­
perbolic surfaces F\ and Fj. There exists a quasi-isometric diffeomorphism 
♦  : F\ —* Fy with the following property. The lifts o f E  and to maps 
between the universal covers of Fy and Ft, agree on the circle at infinity. 
Moreover the constant of quasi-isometry for ♦  depends only on the constants 
of uniform boundedness for E.
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